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Abstract— Spacecraft charging issues related to GEO concern
all dielectric surfaces susceptible to charge to significant voltages
because of the space environment. Testing materials helps
defining margins and keeping a good level of confidence on
spacecraft resistance to damaging effects. Another aspect of
spacecraft charging analysis relies on numerical simulation.
Several tools aims at calculating surface charging in harsh
environments, in the energy range of some to hundreds of keV,
produced by geomagnetic sub storms. Main codes include:
NASCAP, SPIS, MUSCAT and Coulomb-2. They use different
numerical and sometimes physical models and cross checking
their results is a progress need to get better confidence in
simulations performed by spacecraft prime manufacturers. The
objective of this paper is to simulate different GEO spacecraft
configurations with NASCAP and SPIS and to compare the
results, both in terms of absolute and differential potentials. The
first section corresponds to SCATHA spacecraft. The second
part of this paper presents efforts to model a modern telecom
spacecraft. Lastly, we conclude on the reliability of the
simulations performed and possible rooms for modelling
amelioration.
Keywords—spacecraft charging, numerical simulation, telecom
spacecraft, GEO orbit

I.

INTRODUCTION

Spacecraft charging effects on equipments can be
estimated and studied following several approaches,
sometimes coupled. In a first approach, one wants to test the
conditions that lead to electrostatic charging and possible
electrostatic discharges. This is possibly performed by
experimental investigations at system of material levels, as for
example in [1]-[2]. A second approach relies on the numerical
estimation of the voltages obtained in-flight.
NASCAP (NASA Charging Analyzer Program) is a
computer program dedicated to simulate spacecraft charging
(dating 1980’s). The various formulations are written to levels
of accuracy and approximations appropriate to solving
problems for geosynchronous environment with short
computation duration time. NASCAP capabilities are to define
complex objects (3D-cuboidal grid 17x17x33, with cubic
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elements, narrow cylindrical booms and thin plates), to define
materials properties relevant to charging, to calculate
electrostatic potentials, to assess shadowing, to calculate
primary currents incident on spacecraft surfaces from a
plasma/point source, secondary and backscattered electron
currents, conductivity, charge accumulation and resulting
surface potentials [3]-[4].
The SPIS software (dating mid 2000’s) has become today
the European standard for the modeling and the simulation of
the spacecraft plasma interactions, initially funded on an ESA
effort and following an open-source approach in the frame of
the SPINE community [5]. Originally designed to focus on
scientific applications, the application scope of SPIS is largely
wider now and is regularly extended to new engineering
applications or domains of physics. This includes, for
instance, the modeling of electrical propulsion systems, ESD
prediction on solar arrays or link with radiation models
through deep charging phenomena. The prediction of the
electrostatic charge (absolute and relative) of spacecraft for
engineering purposes is also a key issue with modern
platforms that are more and more complex. Differential
charging can lead to arcing, dangerous for the electronic
payload. Absolute charging can induce disturbances on the
radio transmission and/or the positioning systems using
electric propulsion. This need is especially critical for GEO
and MEO missions, where are located most of the commercial
platforms. This was the main objective of an ESA funded
activity, led by the French SME Artenum which redesigned
fully the User Interface, and involving ONERA for solvers
enhancement, and OHB-Sweden and Airbus DS for its
validation. CNES participated to requirement definition and to
validation. The outcome of that European collaboration was
the SPIS-GEO tool (improved time simulation and human
machine interface ergonomics, suitable for engineering
applications).
NASCAP and SPIS results were compared in GEO
spacecraft configuration, as well as in a LEO like plasma
ground experiment configuration [6]; this latter case being
also compared with simulations performed with MUSCAT
software [7]. SPIS was also compared with a set of
international charging codes [8].
This paper aims at comparing results obtained with SPIS
and NASCAP on different configurations. Section II presents
a SPIS simulation of the SCATHA spacecraft. Section III
relates to a telecom spacecraft in the situation of eclipse exit.
Finally Section IV concludes on the main outcomes of this
study.
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II. SCATHA SIMULATION WITH SPIS
The SCATHA (Spacecraft Charging AT High Altitude)
satellite was launched in early 1979 as a scientific research
satellite by the United States Air Force. On the 24th of April
1979 the spacecraft experienced a severe spacecraft charging
event caused by a very extreme plasma environment. The
level of spacecraft charge and the local plasma properties were
measured by several on-board experiments and is thus
scientifically ensured event in-orbit. Today this environment is
considered as a worst case scenario for GEO satellites by
ECSS.
The main features of the SCATHA satellite include a
spacecraft main body, cylindrical in its shape, approximately
1.7 m diameter and length 1.8 m. The top and bottom part of
the cylindrical sides were covered in solar panels, and across
the middle section there was a so called “belly band” of
various experiments and several booms extending. An artistic
interpretation of the SCATHA in orbit is presented in Fig. 1.
On the top side there were also several experiments located
and one omni-directional antenna aligned with the spacecraft’s
rotational axis. The rotational speed was around one
revolution per minute.

length of about 2.88 m (same as the length used in [9] but in
reality they were of varying lengths). The booms were situated
in the same fashion, meaning they were separated by 90
degrees with respect to each other, and just as in [9] one of the
five experiment booms were not modelled. Neither was the
101.7 m long (tip to tip) electric field antenna extending at the
bottom of the SCATHA in Fig. 1 included.
On the top end side of the cylindrical main body a
cylindrical boom of radius about 0.04 m extended aligned with
the rotational axis, at the end of this boom of length 0.46 m an
extra cylinder of radius 0.115 m and length 0.23 m was added.
These two cylinders correspond to the omni-directional
antenna used in the NASCAP model in [9].
Also on the top side of the cylinder there were several
squares and rectangles corresponding to the various
experiments modelled in [9] and here given the same surface
area and approximate position. Their exact position is not
easily replicated using the 3D constructing tool Gmsh. This
resulted in a small artificial separation between these surfaces
and the edge of the spacecraft cylinder. For the same reason
the experiment SC-9 (situated on the top and extended
outwards over the edge) was omitted and an artificial
separation of 0.03 m was added at the interface between the
four radial booms and the cylindrical main spacecraft body.
Any surface materials with a very small value on their
resistivity and/or bulk conductivity were considered as
conductors. As a rule of thumb any value of NASCAP
parameter 13, surface resistivity, less than 1014 ohm.m was
considered too low. However, as a consequence, this adaptive
difference compared with the NASCAP settings will also have
some but acceptable effects on the results. Material parameters
are presented in Fig. 2, and the geometrical model in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. Artistic view of SCATHA in orbit. (Source: Wikimedia commons,
public domain)

Basing the model of SCATHA for the SPIS-GEO
simulation on previous model used in the published article by
[9], the SCATHA main body is set up as a cylinder with a
radius and length of about 0.81 m and length 1.73 m
respectively. In order to accurately reproduce published
materials the cylindrical sides were divided up into three
sections. The bottom part with a height of about 0.69 m
corresponded to the lower solar panels. The middle band
corresponding to the so called “belly band” with a height of
about 0.35 m. This belly band was further divided up into four
separate physical surfaces, each segment corresponding to its
main surface material. Finally the top part with a height of
0.69 m corresponded to the upper solar panels. The top part
was further divided, as it had one experiment segment which
was covered with INDOX instead of solar panels.
Extending radially outwards from the middle of the “belly
band” there were four booms of radius about 0.04 m and

Fig. 2. Characteristics of the SCATHA SPIS-GEO model

Fig. 3. Model of the SCATHA used in SPIS-GEO for validation and
verification simulations
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Two plasma environments were used. The first is same as
in [9] and presented in Fig. 4. These properties differ from the
worst case in ECSS (also based on measurement by
SCATHA), but are used in the SCATHA simulations in order
to be comparable with the published NASCAP results. The
results obtained are consistent with previous NASCAP results.
We obtained a spacecraft absolute potential of about -5100 to 5300 V in sunlight configuration, which is comparable to the
values reported in [9].

which far more negative. Proton impact is of prime
importance since the secondary yield can be as large as 1 to 5
for protons of 1 keV to 20 keV. It is combined with the fact
that low energy protons are highly focused toward the
spacecraft (with a ratio close to the OML factor, i.e. 1-e/kT
which can be as large as 50 for 200 eV protons). The positive
current due to low energy proton is globally multiplied by a
factor of around 100 in comparison to positive current
collected by a spacecraft at zero-volt.

Fig. 4. Worst case SCATHA environment, dual Maxwellian isotropic plasma

Secondary electrons emitted by the negative and quasiequipotential spacecraft are repulsed by the spacecraft. In
particular this explains the “star” shape in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9,
which is due to electron deviation by the four booms and by
the antenna on top of the spacecraft. Low energy electrons
simply follow the electric field lines. The star shape is more
pronounced for SEE under proton than under electron impact
because a fraction of primary (energetic) electrons are
backscattered isotropically with 2/3 of their impacting energy.
Those high energetic secondary particles are less influenced
by the boom and the global picture is more isotropic.

The second environment was specifically simulated with
SPIS. It is the ECSS worst case environment in GEO, as
measured by SCATHA itself on the 24th of April 1979, in the
situation of eclipse, and described in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Plasma populations characteristics

In this case of eclipse in ECSS WC condition, we obtained
a spacecraft absolute potential of -7300 V (see Fig. 7). The
match with in-flight measurements is satisfactory as the
potential fluctuated between -4kV and -8kV during the eclipse
in 24 April 1979, see Fig. 6 taken from [10].

Fig. 6. Frame charging in sunlight (dashed line) and in eclipse (solid line) on
24 April 1979 [10]

3D results are also presented for this eclipse ECSS WC
case. The plasma potential in Fig. 7 has the same structure as
in [9]. The secondary electron generated under electron and
proton impacts have similar profiles, see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. As
a result, they both reduce the spacecraft negative potential. It
is worth noticing that a simulation without secondary emission
by proton impact led to a spacecraft potential of -23 000 V,

Fig. 7. Worst Potential map around SCATHA in eclipse WC ECSS
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III. TELECOM SPACECRAFT COMPARISON
In the frame of R&D initiated with CNES, a telecom
spacecraft has been modeled and studied with SPIS-GEO and
NASCAP tools.
For SPIS-GEO simulation, the spacecraft consists in a
parallelepiped (2.3 x 2.1 x 4 m) and the both solar wings are
(2.4m x 18m) spaced with spacecraft with 2.5m length. The
top face and side faces (X closures) are covered with MLI
(Kapton VDA 25µm) whereas the bottom face is covered with
both MLI and Titanium layer (17.5µm). The Titanium layer is
used as spacecraft ground for SPIS software. The other sides
of the spacecraft (Y walls) are covered with OSR. On solar
wing front side, the cover glasses are CMXCOLD (100µm)
and transverse/rear sides are modelled with CFRP (125µm).
For NASCAP, based on cubic mesh, all the data are
matched with a cubic mesh of 1m length. The spacecraft is
(2m x2mx4m). The solar wing is spaced from spacecraft with
2m and solar panels are shorter (2m x 13m) due to the limited
grid of the NASCAP-GEO version.

Fig. 8. log10 of density of secondary electron under electron impact in
eclipse

Four antenna reflectors have been modelled. The thermal
design is based on two types. The first type is based on CFRP
for all faces (rear and active faces) and are implemented on
one side of spacecraft, the second type (implemented on the
other side of spacecraft) is either white painted with SG121FD
paint or covered with a sunshield made of a layer of Kapton
coated with Germanium for active face, the both reflectors
rear face is covered with standard MLI (Kapton VDA 25µm).
Fig. 10 illustrates the NASCAP materials location on both
top and bottom views.

Fig. 9. log10 of density of secondary electron under proton impact in eclipse
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Fig. 10. Top and bottom views of NASCAP materials

Fig. 11 provides the geometry and materials used in the
SPIS simulations.

Fig. 11. Top and bottom views of groups editor for SPIS model

The spacecraft configurations are the eclipse one (1000s),
the sunlight one (1000s) and the exit from eclipse (2000s).
Knowing that NASCAP is not able to deal a time variation of
conductivity, which is afforded by SPIS-GEO, the SA cover
glasses are assumed to be at cold temperature and have a very
high resistivity (1E+16.m), whatever the studied
configuration.
The spacecraft is immersed in the ECSS worst-case
environment, based on the following worst case isotropic 4
double maxwellian, described in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12. Plasma populations characteristics

The spacecraft materials properties are identical for both
software and are detailed in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 15 provides the differential potentials profiles based
on SPIS and NASCAP simulations. The differential potentials
gaps for NASCAP are only due to output format (locked with
scientific format 0.00E+00). Due to the fact that the absolute
potentials are all above 10000V, the gap is 100V, this explains
the step of potentials seen on NASCAP results (that are not
physics ones). The cover glasses demonstrate the worst
positive differential potential but it has to be noted that
NASCAP SA are shorter (13m) than for SPIS case (18m).
Cover glasses differential potential (picked at middle of solar
wing) is quite lower for NASCAP and may be linked to SA
length (NASCAP SA wing is shorter). The NASCAP potential
is picked at the middle of solar wing whereas the SPIS cover
glasses potential is an average value of both solar wings.
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Fig. 13. Details of material properties
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represents a difference of 16% between the two simulations.
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Fig. 15. Differential potentials for Telecom spacecraft (Eclipse)
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Fig. 16 provides the differential potentials profile for
the spacecraft body dielectric materials (MLIs and OSRs) and
provides a good correlation in the 100V range (NASCAP
limitation for output data).
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Fig. 14. Absolute potentials for Telecom spacecraft (Eclipse)
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Fig. 16. Differential potentials (Eclipse) for MLIs and OSRs

Fig. 17. Absolute potentials for Telecom spacecraft (Sunlight)

The sunlight configuration demonstrates a good correlation
between software (-6400V for Titanium for NASCAP,
compared to -6600V for SC-GND with SPIS simulation at
time equals to 1000 s (a difference of 3%), as shown in Fig.
17.

Fig. 18 illustrates the differential profiles for sunlight
configuration (on CMX). The illuminated materials are in IVG
(inverted gradient), due to the photo-emission phenomenon.
The CMX cover glasses reach a differential potential of
+2500V for both SPIS and NASCAP results whereas the MLI
on +Z face reaches +1700V for SPIS/ +1900 V for NASCAP.
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Fig. 18. Differential potentials (Sunlight) for MLIs and OSRs/ All materials

For other materials (no direct illumination, no photoemission), the differential potentials profiles demonstrate also
a good correlation between NASCAP-GEO and SPIS-GEO
software as shown in Fig. 19.

Time(s)

Fig. 19. Differential potentials (Sunlight) for dielectric negative materials

For the exit from eclipse (sun intensity raises from “0” to
“1” linearly during 60s), phenomena are very similar for both
simulations results even if absolute values are different as seen
previously for the eclipse configuration.
The profiles of absolute potentials are given in Fig. 20. At
the end of eclipse, NASCAP demonstrates -11300V for
spacecraft absolute potential, compared to -13500V for SPIS
and at the end of run (2000s), NASCAP demonstrates -4600V
for spacecraft absolute potential, compared to -6200V.
However, one can notice that equilibrium is not fully reached.
Moreover the phenomenon of potential barrier blocking the
photoemission process for an out of eclipse and the rule that
states that the absolute spacecraft potential expected to be in
sunlight between third and half the potential achieved during
eclipse are also evidenced.
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Fig. 20. Absolute potentials for Telecom spacecraft (Out of eclipse)

Differential potentials profiles provide satisfactory results,
with a relative difference of about 20% as shown in Fig. 21.
When eclipse exit event is finished (60s later) and after,
profiles of differential potentials for both illuminated materials
(CMX and MLI on top-floor) but also for other dielectric
materials (MLI on S/C, MLI on reflectors, OSR) provide a
good correlation except for the cover glasses. Cover glasses
differential potential is quite lower for NASCAP and may be
linked to SA length (NASCAP SA wing is shorter). The
NASCAP potential is picked at the middle of SA wing
whereas the SPIS potential value is an average value of
potentials seen on both wings. As can be seen in Fig. 22, the
maximal potential are obtained at the end of the solar array,
located far from the spacecraft body.
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Fig. 21. Differential potentials for Telecom spacecraft (Out of eclipse)
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As a first perspective of this work, we suggest to use the
SPIS-GEO capability of varying dielectric conductivity as a
function of time in eclipse and during eclipse exit. It would
add to the precision of the simulation by using results from
thermal balance assessment. Another issue concerns the use of
material properties as a function of life time, taking into
account ageing under space radiations. Finally, the next
generation of "all electric" spacecraft offers challenging
issues, that could be dealt by using and upgrading SPIS
capabilities offered by the ESA AISEPS activity [11].
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